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fast/slow

open/close

star/space

zipper

black

orange purple

yellowpink

/m/
Monster Max

Mm-mmmmmm!

/a/ 
Allen Alligator

Claps, slap, laugh!

/z/
Zoe Zebra

Zip-zip!

/v/ 
Vinnie Van

Vroom! Vroom!

Having Fun
Three-year-old children need to move to learn. In each LittleSEED lesson, your child 

participates in an Action Activity using movement.  During this time, your child follows the 
teacher's motions and commands as they learn the meaning of English words. When asked, 
they march, clap, jump, stand, sit, go, stop, and move up and down. Your child loves following 
their teacher and having fun while they learn. These activities help them develop their gross 
motor skills while improving thinking in English. 
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What words and phrases is my child hearing?
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Zoe is a zipper zebra.
Do you see all those zippers?
Each zipper has a pocket.
Each pocket has a zipper.
Zoe likes the sound of her zippers.
When she opens a zipper, it goes, “Zzzzip!”
When she closes a zipper, it goes, “Zip- zip!”

This is Vinnie Van. 
Vinnie has five things to do today.
He loves to take things to his friends.
Vroom! Vroom! Vroom!
Off he goes!
Vinnie Van moves fast over the hill.
Vroom! Vroom! Vroom!
Vinnie takes a violin to a very good friend.
“Thank you, Vinnie,” she says.
Vroom! Then he takes a vase to Ivan, the pirate.
Vroom! Vroom!
Off he goes again.
Vinnie takes vegetables to Rosie Rabbit . . . Vroom!
. . . and a volleyball to Evan Elephant.
Vroom! Vroom!
Vinnie has one more thing to do.
Go, Vinnie Van, go!
He loves to move very fast!
Va-va-va-VROOM!
Here he comes.
Wave at Vinnie as he goes by!
Where is he going?
Vinnie is taking a valentine
to his friend, Vicky Van!
Va-va-va-vroom!

Zoe zzzips and zzzips, but she does not find 
her kazoo! She likes to make
buzzy music with her kazoo.
Zoe Zebra sees Rosie Rabbit.
“I have so many zippers!” says Zoe.
“Will you help me find my kazoo?”
“Open the zipper by your ears,” says Rosie.
Zoe zzzips the pocket by her ears. The kazoo 
pops out and onto the ground!
Rosie hops to get it for her friend.
“I like kazoos,” says Rosie, “but your zippers 
make music too.”
Zoe plays with her zippers.
Zzzip, zip- zip . . . zzzip, zip-zip!
Rosie smiles and plays the kazoo.
Zoe smiles as she zip, zip, ZIPS!
Together they make zippy, buzzy music!

Story: Vinnie Van

Story: Zoe Zebra
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